Abstract. In order to solve classification error problems of support vector machine, which was used in the telecommunication business supporting system (BOSS), caused by the unbalanced ratio of positive samples, which stand for proper states of BOSS, and negative samples, which stand for the improper states, an unbalanced penalty SVM algorithm was proposed. In the proposed algorithm, values of the penalties were inverse to the ratio of the numbers of positive and negative samples, which means that the number of samples is higher, the lower the penalty coefficient. At last, in order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, an experiment was conducted on the classification of running data of BOSS. The result of the experiment proved that the proposed SVM algorithm greatly reduces the negative sample misclassification when the ratio of positive and negative samples was not balanced, which proved the validity of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
As telecommunication BOSS produce amounts of data daily. Among the data, the size of negative outliner data is very small, but this small amount of data has a very important role [1] . It is the basis for identifying the faults, which may lead the system to failure. If we could not identify and deal with it, they may cause telecommunications systems working improperly, resulting in significant losses. In such a system, the size of the normal data, which is called as positive samples, is much greater than that of failure data, which is called as negative samples. How to identify failure data is the key issue to ensure the normal operation of the telecommunications system.
In the conventional SVM model, misclassified rate is included in the optimization target. However, since the telecommunication BOSS produces amounts of data and the ratio of positive sample data (normal data) to a negative sample data (outliers) is very large, typically they are in 10,000:1 level [2] . In the current SVM, the penalty rates are the same to different misclassifications. When the sample sizes of different classes were different greatly, the current split lines would be unreasonable. Therefore, in this research, an unbalanced penalty SVM algorithm was proposed. In the proposed algorithm, penalty coefficients are determined according to the samples sizes of different classes. At last, an experiment would be conducted to verify that the algorithm is reasonable for identifying the fault working data.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was first proposed by Vapnik in 1995 [3] . It is a major achievement in machine learning research in recent years. And a lot of research was conducted on improving and applying SVM.
Linear Model: the classification surface equation of SVM is given in equation (1):
Normalizing the discriminant function makes all types of samples meet with ( ) 1 ≥ X g . To achieve this inequality, W and b can be simply proportional adjusted. Sample points meeting with
have minimal distances from the dividing line or plane. And they determine the optimal 2nd International Conference on Management Science and Industrial Engineering (MSIE 2013) dividing line or plane. So they are called as Support Vector (SV) [4] .
Obviously, the problem of seeking the optimal hyperplane could be transformed into the optimization problem in equation (2) . 
The optimization problem in equation (4) could be solved by using tools in mathematical optimization libraries.
Non-linear model: For non-linear problems in the feature space, slack variables are introduced, and the optimization problem is given in equation (5) 
, equations (7)-(9) could be obtained. The problem is that the synchronization fault can't be avoided because of disaster recovery needs, network latency and hardware stability issues.
Setup: In this experiment, the fault recognition of opening GSM 20 yuan package is taken as an example. In order to identify and locate the fault, the field "subsid" was tracked with other nine fields, which were able to affect the execution of ordering. The nine fields were "opertype" (operation type), "ordertype" (order type), "orgid" (acceptance channels), "operid" (accept operator), "recdate" (hours), "status" (order status), "accesstype" (access type), "isnotify" (SMS notification) and "verfitytype" (authentication mode).
Results : 3,336 cases of 5,336 samples were used as the training samples, and the other 2,000 cases samples were used for testing samples. In the training samples, 17 samples were negative, 3,319 cases were positive; in testing samples, 11 were of negative, and 1,989 were positive. The experiments were conducted with the SVM tool of MatLab 2011, and some modifications were made to the tool for modifying the penalty coefficients.
The standard SVM and the proposed SVM with unbalanced penalties were used to identify the fault. The results are shown in table 1. With respect to standard SVM, unbalanced penalty SVM reduced 66.67% misclassification rate for negative samples. But the positive sample m rate increased 33.33%.
Though the total error rate did not change, but for the telecommunications system, the key was the misclassification rate of negative samples. In this regard, the proposed SVM has greatly improved the performance of fault identification.
Conclusion
In the massive data produced by telecommunication systems, fault identification on negative samples is critical tasks. In this type of data, the proportion of negative samples is very low, typically is less than 5%, which is extremely unfavorable for the SVM with the same penalty coefficients to positive and negative samples.
The significance of this research work is that an unbalanced penalty SVM algorithm is proposed. And the values of penalties are determined according to sizes of both positive and negative samples. Experimental results show that the proposed SVM model for the identification of negative samples is effective.
